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Abstract
This paper addresses issues related to employing logic-based semantic composition as a meaning representation for Arabic within
a unification-based syntax-semantics interface. Since semantic representation has to be compositional on the level of semantic
processing λ-calculus based on Discourse Representation Theory can be utilized as a helpful and practical technique for the semantic construction of ARABIC in Arabic understanding systems. As ARABIC computational linguistics is also short of featurebased compositional syntax-semantics interfaces we hope that this approach might be a further motivation to redirect research to
modern semantic construction techniques for developing an adequate model of semantic processing for Arabic and even no existing formal theory is capable to provide a complete and consistent account of all phenomena involved in Arabic semantic processing.
Keywords: λ-DRT, Discourse Structures, Compositionality, Unification-based Syntax-Semantics, ARABIC NLP, HDPSG.
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Introduction & Motivation

For the last two decades concentration on Arabic
processing has focused on Arabic from the morphological and syntactical point of view. In this
field, some success has been achieved (Beesely
2001), (Ouersighni, 2001), (Ditters, 2001), (AlFedaghi and Al-Anzi, 1989) and many others.
Despite the importance of semantic processing
for achieving the understanding capability, there
were little works reported on semantic representation and semantic analysis of Arabic (Haddad and
Yaseen, 2001), (Al-Johar and McGregor, 1997),
(El-Dessouki et al., 1988) and (Al-Muhtaseb and
Mellish, 1997). Therefore, we believe that there is
an elemental need to make more effort to develop
an adequate model for semantic processing for
Arabic and even no existing formal theory is capable to provide a complete and consistent account of
all phenomena involved in Arabic semantic processing.
One of the most important levels of Semantic
processing is the construction and composition of
meaning representation formalisms for Arabic sentences. This semantic level plays a decisive role in
the whole semantic processing progression. In this
paper important issues related to this level are directly addressedto this level are directly addressed.

Syntax-Semantics interfaces using unificationbased or feature-based formalisms are increasingly
common in the existing computational linguistics
literature. HDPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1994) related
system development is ongoing in numerous university and industrial settings for different languages. Unfortunately there are very limited
HDPSG deep analyses for Arabic. HDPSG is
based on GPSG and shares the other related grammatical frameworks such as LFG and Categorial
Grammar with their most important criteria (Uszkoreit et al., 2000). In such a grammar the lexicon
plays a pivotal role, where semantics and syntax
can be integrated in the same grammar for expressing deep linguistic analysis.
We propose that the simulating of the λconversion process using logical feature structures
within a unification-based grammar such as
HDPSG enables us to achieve a practical technique
for a compositional unification-based semantic
framework for Arabic.
Inspired from the work of (Bos et. al., 1994),
(Nerbonne, 1993), (Fischer, 1993) we propose relying on a λ-DRT implementation of ARABIC
(Haddad, 2002) to integrate the semantic construction model presented in (Haddad and Yaseen,
2001) in a unification-based grammar.

Logical Representation for ARABIC
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Assuring the modularity constraint in a natural
language understanding system requires a compositional semantic formalism on the level of meaning representation. Despite the fact that standard
predicate logic represents well-studied formal representation formalism, it does not provide any
compositional facilities. λ-calculus offers an important framework for achieving such a goal but
merely for the meaning construction of Arabic sentences (Haddad and Yaseen, 2001), (Montague,
1974).
In this context we have achieved some success in
developing a model for the construction of meaning representation forms for Arabic sentences.
Based on some compositional rules expressing the
meaning of syntactical categories of Arabic, our
approach employs a λ-conversion process to construct logical forms representing the meaning of
Arabic sentences (Haddad and Yaseen, 2001).
In this model determiners play a central role in
constructing semantic constituents. For example,
the Arabic determiners such as (/الn/ “then “, n
∈N), (/ آﻞ/, “all”), (/ ﺑﻌﺾ/ “some”) and others,
could be considered as kind of Arabic generalized
quantifiers Language AGQL1.
Generally the meaning of a quantifier, ||Quant||,
can be expressed as follows:
||Quant|| ⇒ λRλS(Quantifier(R, S)

(1)

The Arabic definite determiner referring to one
object (/ال1 /, “the1”) combines basically two things
together: a restriction R and a scope S:
||ال1|| ⇒ λRλS(ال1(x, R ∧ S))
||The1|| ⇒ λRλS(The1 (x, R ∧ S))

(2)

The following example might illustrate the basic
concept of this approach. The function of the definite determiner (/ال1 /, The1) in the sentence ﻳﺘﻌﻠ ُﻢ/)
(/اﻝﻮﻝ ُﺪ اﻝﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ, “studies the boy the Arabic”) can be
formulated as follows:
sem
→ ||Subj|| (||Obj|| (||Verb||))
||VS|| 

1More

(3)

details about these different types of Arabic Generalized Quantifiers are found in AGQL “ARABIC Generalized
Quantifiers Languages” (Haddad, 2002) and in (Haddad and
Yaseen, 2001)

Applying of (3) to (||ال1|| “||The1||”) yields the
following logical representation:

λRλS(ال1(x, R ∧ S)) (||)||ﻳﺘﻌﻠ ُﻢ ال ﻋﺮﺑﻴﺔ||()||وﻝ ُﺪ
(4)
λRλS(The1(x, R ∧ S)) (||boy||)(||studies the Arabic||)
λS(ال1 (x, ( وﻝﺪx) ∧ S)) (||)||ﻳﺘﻌﻠ ُﻢ ال ﻋﺮﺑﻴﺔ
λS(The1(x, boy(x) ∧ S)) (||studies the||)

(5)

ال1(x, ( وﻝﺪx) ∧ ال1(y, (ﻋﺮﺑﻴﺔy) ∧ ( ﻳﺘﻌﻠ ُﻢx,y)))
(6)
The1(x, boy(x) ∧ The1(y, Arabic(y) ∧ study(x,y)))
In this example there are two generalized quantifiers of type (/ال1 /, The1) represented in a nested
generalized quantifier.
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DRT-Based Semantics for Arabic

In spite of the importance of logic-based compositional models for achieving Arabic understanding,
such methods are rather constructed to deal with
Arabic sentence semantics and in general they are
inappropriate for treating text semantics (Haddad
and Yaseen, 2001), (Al-Johar and McGregor,
1997)
The Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) is
capable of capturing problems involved in representing anaphoric aspects and text semantics
(Kamp, 1981), (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), BendeFarkas and Kamp, 2001). In this approach the semantic function of sentences consists in constructing of Discourse Representation Structures
(DRS’s) by applying dynamically certain DRS
construction rules within the context of the referents in the sentences.
For instance, the function of a definite article
seems in the view of DRT, not in interpreting it as
a unique quantifier. It has rather to be understood
as a referent to a certain object in a nominal expression. Moreover, the interpretation of the indefinite articles appear in the first place not to be
interpreted as existential quantifiers. An indefinite
article or indefinite Arabic article indications introduce rather new referents to the context.
In addition, one of the most important aspects of
DRT is its interesting interpretation of pronouns
and in particular the incorporated Arabic pronouns. The interpretation of a pronoun is not a
variable, which has to be locally bound, but much
more as a definite label making a reference to a
previously introduced discourse referent.

Therefore, a DRT-based semantic construction
formalism of Arabic has to be in the first place not
in constructing the logical meaning in an isolated
mode but much more in a dynamic and modifiable
one considering the characteristics of Arabic.
The following example might illustrate some of
these observations:
Example: (س اﻳﻤﻦ ﻝﻐ ًﺔ ﻳﺤﺒُﻬﺎ
ُ ﻳﺪر/ ,“Ayman studies a
language, he-likes-it”)

Empty DRS
x

y

e

n
“ِAyman(x)”
“language(y)”
“study(x,y)”

(اﻳﻤﻦx)
(ﻝﻐﺔy)
e: (ﻳﺪرسx,y)
e⊆ n

DRS for
س اﻳﻤﻦ ﻝﻐ ًﺔ
ُ ﻳﺪر
DRS for “Ayman studies a language

x

y

(ﻳﺪرسx)
(ﻝﻐﺔy)
e: (ﻳﺪرسx,y)
e⊆n
s: (ﻳﺤﺐz,w)
s⊆ n
z=x
e⊆ s
w=y

e

n

z

w s

“study(x)”
“language(y)
“ e:study(x,y)”
“s: like(z,w)”

DRS for
"س اﻳﻤﻦ ﻝﻐ ًﺔ ﻳﺤ ُﺒﻬﺎ
ُ "ﻳﺪر
DRS for “studies Ayman a language
he-likes-it”
e: an event, n: time of speech
Figure 1. A facet of the dynamic DRS construction process for (/س اﻳﻤﻦ ﻝﻐ ًﺔ ﻳﺤﺒُﻬﺎ
ُ  ﻳﺪر/,
“ِAyman studies a language, he-likes-it”).
The pronoun and pronoun indication are incorporated in the verb (/ ﻳﺤ ُﺒﻬﺎ/, he-likes-it).
Quantifiers are not involved in this example.

The interpretation of this discourse starts with an
empty DRS. After interpretation of the first part of
the sentence (/س اﻳﻤﻦ ﻝﻐ ًﺔ
ُ  ﻳﺪر/, “Ayman studies a
language”), the DRS is expanded by adding the
next referents and conditions. The referent e
represents an event of studying (/س
ُ  ﻳﺪر/,”study”).
The referent n is used to denote the time of speech
(see figure. 1).
In the final stage of representation the resulted
Discourse Representation Structures are interpreted
model theoretically in logical forms.
It is obvious that DRT-based semantic construction proceeds from another point of view than the
montague-style in the construction process and it is
therefore not compositional. Furthermore, the semantic construction is given in top-down manner
and is not declarative, that means the processing
order effects the binding possibilities.
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λ-DRT as a Compositional Semantics
for ARABIC.

The combination of lambda conversion process
in DRT extends DRS’s to be compositional without losing the important feature of representing
text anaphoric. λ-DRT as a compositional DRSbased Representation formalism has been used in
several NLP systems (Fischer, 1993), (Bos et al.,
1994), (Konard et al.,1996) (Haddad, 2002).
Based on (Bos et al. 1994) the semantic function
of sentences consists in constructing of Discourse
Representation Structures by applying some DRS
construction rules within the context of the referents. The DRSn, consists for instance of a pair
“<DRn, CONDn>”, where DRn represents a universe of discourse, i.e. a set of Discourse Referents
and CONDn represents a set of conditions about
the DRn.
As an additional feature of the language of λDRT, we adopted the merge operation ⊗, which
combines two DRS’s by taking the union of the
sets of discourses and conditions separately.
DR1 , COND1 ⊗ DR 2 , COND 2 ≡
DR1 ∪ DR 2 , COND1 ∪ COND 2

(7)

For example the meaning representation for
constructing the DRS for the sentence (ﻞ ﻃﺎﻝﺐ
ُ آ/
/ ﻳﺠﺘﻬ ُﺪ,“each student studies-hard”) could be
represented in terms of λ-DRT as follows (see also
(1)):

|| ⇒ ||آﻞλRλS <{x},{x: Any }> ⊗ R(x)
آﻞ
→


S(x)

||each|| ⇒ λRλS <{x},{x: Any }> ⊗ R(x)

(8)

each
→
 S(x)
|| ⇒ ||ﻃﺎﻝﺐλ y <{},{y: Individual, ( ﻃﺎﻝﺐy)}>
(9)
||student|| ⇒ λ y <{},{y: Individual, student(y)}>
|| ⇒ || ﻳﺠﺘﻬﺪλ z <{},{e: Event, z: Individual,
( ﻳﺠﺘﻬﺪe, z<agent>)} (10)
||studies-hard|| ⇒ λ z <{},{e: Event, z: Individual,
studies-hard(e, z<agent>)}
The DRS in (10) means, that there is an event of
hard-studying (/ ﻳﺠﺘﻬ ُﺪ/,”study-hard”) which takes
an individual as an argument and plays the role of
an agent.
Simulating the basic aspects of the λ-conversion
process presented in (Haddad and Yaseen, 2001)
and applying it to the DRS’s established above
would lead in a simplified form to the following
semantic representation:
<{x},{x: Individual, ( ﻃﺎﻝﺐx<agent>)}> آﻞ→
<{}, {e: Event, ( ﻳﺠﺘﻬﺪe, x<agent>)} (11)
<{x},{x: Individual, student(x<agent>)}> each
→

<{}, {e: Event,study-hard (e, x<agent>)}
Additionally we have incorporated some basic
rules to resolve temporal anaphora which have
been neglected in the original approach.
4.1

Semantic construction within a Unification-based Formalism for Arabic

A λ-Expression representing the meaning of an
Arabic constituent could be formulated in terms of
feature structures. Such structures should be integrated within a unification-based representation
such as HDPSG. Syntactical feature structures involved in such a representation have been in this
paper ignored for simplicity reasons.
Semantic feature structures might be represented
by a LAMBDA and a DRS feature structure. A
LAMBDA feature structure specifies a list of the
appropriate arguments, which are involved in the
expression, while a DRS feature structure represents the body of the λ-expression. Furthermore,
additional pragmatic notations could be also embedded in the DRS feature structures. Composi-

tional rules expressing the meaning of syntactical
constituents are also integrated in the lexical entries of a DRS.
A unification-based semantic construction can be
achieved by unifying the values of a LAMBDA
feature structure with the representations of the
feature structures involved in the arguments. And
then storing the results of the unification in the
DRS feature structure of the processed syntactical
constituent. This process corresponds to λconversion proposed in (Bos et al. 1994).
Constructing the meaning of (/ﻞ ﻃﺎﻝﺐ
ُ آ/, “each
student”) in the sentence (/ﻞ ﻃﺎﻝﺐ ﻳﺠﺘﻬﺪ
ُ آ/, “each
student studies-hard") requires the application of
the feature structures involved in (8) to the feature
structures in (9) (see also “figure 1” and (3), (4),
(5), (6)):
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(12)
To construct the meaning of the whole sentence
(/آﻞ ﻃﺎﻝﺐ ﻳﺠﺘﻬﺪ/, “each student"), “DRS: [3]” has to
be applied to the composed DRS in (12):
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(13)

It is obvious that (13) corresponds to the logical
form in (11).
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Conclusion and Prospects

In this paper we attempted to present some results
of our view of a compositional model for semantic
construction of Arabic. We believe that the progress, that has been made in the last years, is also
applicable to Arabic with some modifications. This
model is based on the integration of λ-DRT in a
unification-based grammatical framework such as
HDPSG. This model has been successfully used in
several NLP systems to achieve deep syntaxsemantic Analysis. Unfortunately there are still little works reported from the Arabic computational
linguistic community for semantic construction
and HDPSG deep analysis for Arabic. Concentration on Arabic processing has focused on Arabic
from the morphological and syntactical point of
view. We hope that this approach might be a further motivation to redirect research to modern semantic construction technologies for developing an
adequate model of semantic processing for Arabic
and even no existing formal theory is capable to
provide a complete and consistent account of all
phenomena involved in Arabic semantic processing.
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